
7 Cross Scan Buffer for Interactive

Photorealistic Rendering

We propose the cross scan buffer which preserves the result of hidden surface

removal as performed by the cross scanline algorithm. The cross scan buffer reduces

image re-generation time and eliminates aliasing artifacts even if the image is arbitrarily

scaled. Perfect anti-aliasing is achieved because the cross scanline algorithm

analytically determines visible polygonal surfaces and divides them into sets of triangles

and trapezia. The cross scan buffer supports the various applications that currently use

the conventional buffering methods for anti-aliasing. This chapter introduces and tests

three applications: image scaling, shadow creation, and texture mapping. Experimental

results verify that the cross scan buffer is very powerful yet efficient.

7.1 Introduction

The standard rendering pipeline consists of the following operations[Foley90];

viewing conversion, perspective conversion, clipping, hidden surface removal, and

shading. Image synthesis is usually iterated until the synthesized images satisfy the user.

The user may modify object layout, view point, lighting parameters, and object surface

parameters inclusive of mapping. Since the iteration is mainly required to set those

parameters, overall rendering time can be shortened by saving the results of hidden

surface removal in a buffer. Such a buffer would also improve the interactive

environment for image synthesis. Several rendering buffers have been proposed

including the span buffer[Whitted81],[Nakamae89], ray-tree, and G-buffers [Saito90].

They lie between hidden surface removal and shading operations, and store the results

of hidden surface removal. However, conventional buffers cause aliasing artifacts

because they employ scanline, ray-tracing, or z-buffer, and so digitize the object

surfaces as pixels or scanlines.

In this chapter, we propose the cross scan buffer which preserves the results of the

hidden surface removal by the cross scanline algorithm[Tanaka90]. The cross scanline
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algorithm can determine the exact geometric shapes of visible surfaces and can

accurately prevent the occurrence of aliasing artifacts; exact shapes are stored in the

buffer. This characteristic of the cross scan buffer is very useful when arbitrarily scaling

a rendered image; there is no need to repeat the rendering pipeline. This new algorithm

is very powerful because it yields rapid image synthesis. In addition, the cross scan

buffer offers:

・ more accurate shadow creation than is possible with the conventional z-buffer

shadowing[Reeves87],

・ exactly anti-aliased texture mapping,

・ aliasing-free image composition,

・ more accurate primary ray tracing than Area Sampling Buffer[Sung92], and

・ accurate form factor computation.

In the fields targeted, the cross scan buffer can efficiently prevent aliasing artifacts

unlike the conventional digital buffers.

This chapter presents the concept of the cross scan buffer and introduces its

applications.

7.2 Concept of the Cross Scan Buffer

The cross scan buffer preserves the hidden surface removal results of the cross

scanline algorithm(see Appendix A). The cross scanline algorithm analytically

determines visible polyhedral objects by scanning the object space first horizontally

then vertically. In Fig.7.1, horizontal and vertical scanlines are drawn as solid and

dotted lines, respectively. Horizontal scanlines are located at every horizontal pixel

boundary. Vertical scanlines are located at

(1) intersections of the horizontal scanlines and polygon edges,

(2) polygon vertices, and

(3) edge crossing points, and are scanned between two adjoining horizontal
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scanlines.

As a result of horizontal and vertical scanning, the polygons are divided to triangles

and/or trapezia. Thus, the cross scanline algorithm efficiently executes accurate hidden

surface removal without aliasing artifacts.

Fig.7.1 Result of the Cross Scanline Algorithm.

The cross scan buffer stores visible polygons divided into triangles and trapezia as

shown in Fig.7.2, which corresponds to the section between the 7th and 8th horizontal

scanlines of Fig.7.1. Object surfaces are segmented into strips by adjoining horizontal

scanlines, then each strip is segmented by several vertical scanlines. Finally, each

segment is divided into a set of triangles and trapezia.
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Fig.7.2 Cross scan buffer description of the middle strip in Fig.7.1.

The triangles and trapezia are connected by pointers as shown in Fig.7.2. Here, the

7th cell of the Y-list points to the trapezium located at the most left side of its

corresponding strip. In the representation used by the CSB, the background, regions

wherein no objects are visible, are also described as a surface. The white triangles and

trapezia in Fig.7.2 represent the background.

Shapes of the triangles and trapezia are described by the positions of their vertices

on the image plane. Parameters such as object IDs, surface normal vectors, and

distances from the view port, are also included if they are needed by the application.

The structure of the cross scan buffer seems rather complicated, however it can save all

visible objects and their shapes even if they are very small and thin.

Storing exact object shape is one great advantage of the cross scan buffer. Aliasing

artifacts are prevented if the values of each pixel are calculated by accumulating colors

of surfaces projected onto the pixel in proportion to their area. In this way, the CSB

achieves exact anti-aliasing easily and efficiently. Generally speaking, users often
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modify the rendering and lighting parameters to obtain higher quality rendering result.

Since correctly highlighted images can be generated from the surface normals saved in

the CSB by using the Precise Rendering Method[Tanaka92] even when the highlights

are very sharp, the buffer is powerful and reliable for such processes.

7.3 Applications of Cross Scan Buffer

We discuss three applications that can be significantly improved with the cross scan

buffer: image scaling, shadow creation, and texture mapping.

7.3.1 Shadow Creation due to Point Light Sources

Since shadows improve image photo realism, several shadowing algorithms, such

as shadow polygon, shadow volume[Crow77], and z-buffer(depth-buffer) shadowing

[Reeves87], have been proposed. Z-buffer shadowing is often used because its

algorithm is simple and its computing cost is lowest of the known alternatives. Instead

of z-buffer shadowing, we propose cross scan buffer shadowing which replaces the

shadow z-buffer by the cross scan buffer. First we explain the conventional z-buffer

shadowing algorithm as well as its advantages and disadvantages, and then the cross

scan buffer shadowing is introduced.
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Fig.7.3 Z-buffer Shadowing.

As shown in Fig.7.3, the z-buffer algorithm is applied to all light sources where the

source positions are the view point positions. Distances from each point light source to

illuminated surfaces are stored in separate z-buffers. Here, the z-buffers are called

shadow buffers. By referring to the shadow buffers, it is easy to determine whether an

object surface is illuminated or shadowed as follows:

Let Po be a 3D point on the object surface as shown in Fig.7.3, where the point is

recovered from a pixel of the z-buffer rendered from the actual view point. The 3D

point Po is projected onto the shadow buffer, and the distance between Po and the light

source is also calculated simultaneously. As shown in Fig.7.3, Pb is the projection of Po

onto the shadow buffer. The corresponding pixel to Pb stores the distance from the light

source to the illuminated surface. If the pixel value is smaller than the distance from the

light source to Po, Po is shadowed. Z-buffer shadowing is a fast and simple algorithm,
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and is independent of object complexity. However, the digital errors of the z-buffer can

cause:

(1) erroneous shadowing,

(2) small shadow omission, and

(3) jagginess around shadow boundaries.

To prevent wrong shadowing, the shadow buffer is often biased as shown in Fig.7.3,

however, an unnecessarily large bias generates more distorted illuminations. When the

shadow buffer resolution is insufficient, small and thin shadows are often missed. These

mistakes are prevented by providing large shadow buffers at the cost of large storage

requirements. Filtering techniques can reduce the jagginess but sometimes shadow

boundaries become dull.

The aliasing artifacts in shadowing mentioned above are caused by the basic

properties of the z-buffer which samples images at their pixel centers. On the contrary,

most pixels around shadow contours are usually covered by both objects and shadows,

thus, jagged boundaries are caused. Therefore, digital errors in shadowing and hidden

surface removal must be removed.

We propose the cross scan buffer(CSB) shadowing algorithm in which the CBS is

employed in place of the z-buffers in the z-buffer shadowing algorithm. Let us call the

CSBs obtained for the light sources the shadow CSBs, and the CSBs obtained for the

view point the viewer CSBs. As already explained in Section 7.2, 3D shapes are divided

into a set of triangles and trapezia, and then stored in a CSB. The following algorithm

judges whether a piece of an object surface is shadowed or not.

(1)  First, a triangle or trapezium is read from the viewer CSB. In Fig.7.4, the

gray trapezium is read.

(2)  The trapezium is clipped by vertical pixel boundaries. The trapezium in

Fig.7.4 is divided to 3 trapezia, here we choose the hatched trapezium as

an example. Positions of the new vertices created by the clipping are easily

calculated by interpolating those of the original vertices stored in the

viewer CSB.

(3)  The 3D shape of each clipped trapezium, which is defined by its four

vertices values in 3D space, is recovered from the vertices positions in the
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viewer CSB and their distances form the view point.

(4) The recovered 3D shape is then projected onto the shadow CSB.

(5) The projected shape is clipped by triangles and/or trapezia of the shadow

CSB and decomposed into several pieces. Each piece is examined to

determine whether it is included in the shadow CSB or not. If not, the

piece is shadowed. The reflection intensity of the piece is calculated, and

then, accumulated in its related image pixel.

Fig.7.4 CSB-shadowing.
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Since the shadow CSBs contain exact surface geometric information, accurate and

aliasing-free shadowing is possible. The biasing techniques required with z-buffer

shadowing are not needed.

7.3.2 Image Scaling to Arbitrary Sizes

Quick image re-scaling is not only useful, but also very practical in the trial and

error process common in image synthesis. Users often want to enlarge the images in

order to check rendering results in detail. Enlarged images are helpful for fine

adjustment and verification of mapping coordinates. Unfortunately, aliasing artifacts

become much more obvious when the magnification ratio is a non-integer such as 1.3

and 2.7. The conventional methods attack aliasing by filtering, but this makes the image

blurry. The other alternative is to repeat the time consuming rendering operations.

Fig.7.5 Magnified for display.

Images stored in the cross scan buffer can be quickly magnified to any degree

without causing aliasing artifacts. When images are scaled up or down, most triangles

and trapezia described in the CSB intersect new horizontal and vertical pixel boundaries.
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As shown in Fig.7.5, the hatched trapezium in the buffer is magnified. Since it edges

cross new horizontal and vertical pixel boundaries, the magnified trapezium should be

divided again by both boundaries.

Fortunately, the computing cost for this is very cheap, because the new vertical

edges can be obtained by interpolation between the left and right sides of the trapezium

parallel to the vertical pixel boundaries. Of course, computing time for hidden surface

removal is not needed. The cross scan buffer achieves aliasing-free quick image scaling

as is proved in Section 7.4.

7.3.3 Texture Mapping

When images for texture mapping are digitized at low resolution, aliasing artifacts

arise, especially when the mapping texture is magnified. High resolution texture images

can reduce aliasing but extra memory costs are incurred. Aliasing in texture mapping is

caused for the same reason as in z-buffer shadowing as explained before. Thus, the

cross scan buffer is also applicable to texture mapping.

When texture images are computer-generated, they can be represented using the

cross scan buffers named texture CSBs.

The procedure of texture mapping with CSBs is as follows:

Each element of the viewer CSB, which is a triangle or a trapezium, is divided

by each pixel boundary.

Then, each divided piece is projected onto a texture CSB.

The projected piece is clipped by each element of the texture CSB, and the

clipped area size is calculated.

Intensity of the texture element is multiplied by its area size.

Finally, the color value is accumulated in the image pixel related to the viewer

CSB.

When a texture is defined as a numerical function or a procedural function, exact

pixel values can be calculated by integrating the function in each pixel.
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Texture images are often extracted from real photographs, so they are divided by

pixel boundaries. They can be described in the CSB style, however, each texture CSB

requires a large amount of memory. Since all texture CSB elements are the same square ,

we can define the texture CSB with a step function which determines the reference

address of the texture image. The functional texture is partially and temporarily

converted to the CSB style in the CSB mapping algorithm for clipping the viewer CSB,

this significantly reduces the memory storage cost of CSB textures.

7.4 Experimental Results

We will show experimental results of the three applications introduced in Section

7.3. They demonstrate the effect and performance of the cross scan buffer.

7.4.1 Shadow Creation due to Point Light Sources

The CSB shadow algorithm effectively creates shadows with no aliasing artifacts as

shown in Fig.7.6. Image resolution is 640•~480 pixels, and the shadow CSB has 129

horizontal scanlines.

In this experiment, super sampling was employed to approximate the clipping

process; visible surfaces stored in the viewer CSB are clipped by elements in the

shadow CSB. There were 5•~5 super sampled points per pixel.

Figure 7.7, a magnified image of Fig.7.6, shows that the sample points are

sufficient to approximate the exact clipping process between CSBs.

Figure 7.8 is the image generated by simulating the z-buffer shadow algorithm, and

then magnified to the same size as Fig.7.7. The resolution of the shadow z-buffer was

set at 830•~830 pixels because the shadow z-buffer occupied the same size memory of

the shadow CSB. This resolution seemed sufficient to prevent aliasing artifacts,

however, noticeable jaggies appear around shadow boundaries. Other artifacts are due

to the self shadowing problem. That is, visible points closer to shadow boundaries cast

shadows on themselves. To eliminate such artifacts, the bias technique[Reeves87] is

sometimes effective, but it very difficult to adjust the bias appropriately.
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Fig7.6 CSB shadowing image.
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Fig7.7 CSB shadowing image magnified.

Fig7.8 Z-buffer shadowing image magnified.
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7.4.2 Image Scaling to Arbitrary Sizes

Figure 7.9 (a) is the original image with 320•~ 240 pixels. It was stored in a CSB

using 321 horizontal scanlines. This scene consists of 1068 polygons in total. Figures

7.9 (b) and (c) were generated by magnifying the central area of the image to ƒÎ and

π2  times, respectively. Note that the resolution of all images is 320 •~ 240 pixels. These

anti-aliased images verify that the CSB image scaling algorithm has been successfully

implemented.

A series of images were generated to compare the image generation times of the

cross scan buffer and the cross scanline algorithm. They were duplicates of Fig.7.9(a)

but magnified 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.3, 1.6, and 1.9 times with no aliasing artifacts.

Figure 7.10 shows the computing times on a 24 MIPS VAX 4000/500 computer.

The image generation speed of the cross scan buffer is about 3.5 to 5.7 times faster than

that of the cross scanline algorithm.

Fig.7.9 Examples of image scaling to arbitrary size.
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Fig.7.10 Computing speed.

7.4.3  Texture Mapping

A simple example, a checker pattern, was employed to demonstrate the

effectiveness of CSB texture mapping. As shown in Fig.7.11, an 8•~8 checker pattern

was mapped onto a box, where the CSB describes the pattern as only 64 squares.

Although the resolution of the mapped pattern is too low, its boundaries on the box are

observed clearly. Integrating this technique with filtering would achieve exact

anti-aliasing and clear image generation.

By comparison, conventional texture mapping techniques fail with low resolution

texture images because each pixel of the mapped texture image is excessively enlarged.

This results in generated images that are very dim. Even when the checker pattern is

defined as a procedural function, traditional techniques allow aliasing artifacts caused

by image sampling to appear on the boundaries of the pattern.
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Fig.7.11  Checker pattern by CSB mapping.

7.5  Discussion

7.5.1  Ray Tracing with CSB

Several methods have been proposed to quickly determine visible surfaces and then

to trace the secondary rays at the pixels where reflective and transparent objects are

located. The item buffer [Weghorst84] and the ZZ-buffer [Salesin90] employ the

z-buffer; the local ray tracing method [Nakamae86] employs the scanline algorithm.

However, these sampled buffers cause aliasing. Our idea is to employ the cross scan

buffer since the CSB inherently prevents aliasing artifacts. Surface normal vectors

stored in the CSB might solve the important problem in distributed ray tracing

[Cook84]; how to control ray number and the tracing directions.

7.5.2  Transparent Objects

Although the present CSB assumes opaque objects, it can be readily  adapted to

nonrefractive  transparency, the same  as scanline and  list-property  algorithms.  The
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extended CSB additionally include lists of transparent objects overlapping on opaque

triangles and/or trapezia. Elements of each list are sorted by their distances from the

view port.

In the CSB shadowing algorithm, nonrefractive transparent objects make light

illumination weak and generate colored shadows. For displaying refractive transparent

objects, the ray-tracing algorithm is employed as mentioned above. The generalized

perspective transformation[Shinya88] also can be applied to the CSB. Since the

transformation exactly represents ray convergence and divergence caused by real

transparent objects, image photo-realism is much improved. In this extension, since ray

convergence and divergence caused by real transparent objects is exactly represented,

image photo-realism is much improved.

7.5.3 Radiosity Form Factor

Computing form factor is one of the most important and essential tasks in radiosity,

and the hemi-cube method[Cohen85] is most commonly used. Although the use of a

fast z-buffer algorithm makes the hemi-cube method an efficient algorithm, it often

causes aliasing artifacts due to its point sampling characteristic. Replacing the z-buffer

in the hemi-cube method with the CSB would certainly prevent aliasing. Form factor of

a CSB element is obtained by integrating light energy coming from the element. The

integration is accurately and rapidly calculated using the table integration method for

polygonal light illumination[Tanaka93].

7.5.4 Image Composition

Combining real photographs with computer generated pictures is needed to

generate realistic images. Jaggies appearing around superimposed objects can be

eliminated by the a blending method[Porter84], if accurate contributions of both

images are given. However, its exact computation with point sampling is very difficult

and expensive. The CSB gives exact the contribution ratio; it is proportional to object

areas in each pixel. Thus the CSB can prevent aliasing artifacts occurring in composite

images.
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7.6 Conclusion

We have proposed the concept of the cross scan buffer, which preserves accurate

geometric shapes of visible surfaces in a list structure. The surfaces are described using

the triangles and trapezia determined by the cross scanline algorithm. We have also

introduced three applications of the cross scan buffer; image re-scaling to arbitrary sizes,

two-pass shadow creation, and texture mapping. The applications were realized and

tested.

In image scaling, no aliasing artifacts were generated even if the magnification

ratios were arbitrary real numbers. Image re-generation speed with the cross scan buffer

was about 3.5 to 5.7 times faster than that with the cross scanline algorithm.

Experimental results verified that the cross scan buffer is very effective yet efficient.

CSB will significantly enhance the trial and error operations now used to optimize the

rendering parameters.

The CSB shadowing algorithm uses the cross scan buffers to describe exact shadow

spaces. Experimental results confirmed that the algorithm succeeded in preventing the

jaggies that normally appear at shadow boundaries as well as the strong aliasing

artifacts caused by the self shadowing problem. Quality of the images generated by the

CSB shadowing algorithm was much better than those by the conventional z-buffer

shadowing. The Binary Space-Partitioning(BSP) tree also can describe shadow volume

analytical. Which is most efficient depends on what rendering algorithm we use. Their

comparison is a future work.

The CSB mapping describes texture images with CSBs to avoid the aliasing

artifacts caused by digital textures. Anti-aliasing in texture mapping was also confirmed

in the experiment. The checked pattern was accurately mapped, so no jaggies appeared.

In addition, we mentioned several applications of the cross scan buffers such as ray

tracing, radiosity, and image composition. Its use eliminates the aliasing artifacts caused

by conventional methods.
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8 Conclusions
The major achievement of this thesis is summarized into two parts:

(1) Fast and accurate shading and shadowing technologies have been developed for

extended light sources including point, linear and area light sources.

The ray-oriented buffer was introduced that segments 3D space to many radial

sub-space sections. The segmentation guarantees that if a point is included in a section,

all light rays falling on the point are also contained in the section. Each cell of the buffer

is assigned to a section and saves a list of polygons that lie within or intersect the

section. Therefore, candidate polygons that may cast shadows onto a point are obtained

by determining the cell where the point is located. Therefore, the ray-oriented buffer

reduces the number of the candidates that occlude the light sources.

In addition, five formulas were also introduced to define the bounding-volume of

shadow space caused by a polygon. By applying 5 formulas, the shadowing algorithm

drastically reduces the number of candidate polygons.

Moreover, polygons are subdivided to trapezia by the cylindrical scan-conversion

algorithm before they are stored in the ray-oriented buffer. The cylindrical

scan-conversion algorithm reduces the cost for generating the ray-oriented buffer. The

cost was sufficiently small compared to the whole image generation cost.

(2) Intermediate buffeting technologies have also impacted on not only photorealistic

also non-photorealistic rendering.

Especially, the concept of G-buffer has pioneered a new paradigm in computer

graphics, non-photorealistic rendering. Before publishing the concept of

non-photorealistic rendering paradigm by the G-buffer paper[Saito90], computer

graphics researchers had been fumbling a new paradigm beyond the radiosity, i.e.,

highly advanced photorealistic rendering technologies. The non-photorealistic rendering

research has been active and attractive, so that annual international workshops on

non-photorealistic rendering have been held.

The G-buffer has a powerful impact on graphics industries. ATI Technologies, Inc.,

one of the major graphics accelerator board company, has adopted the G-buffer as its
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architecture.

The G-buffer was also applied to NC machining of 3D objects. By preparing

G-buffers from a parallel projection, the various functions required for a NC system

were realized with image processing operations. This allows any surface description and

any tool shape to be used. NTT developed a rapid prototyping system for industrial

design based on the G-buffer technologies. The system was introduced to several

product design companies.

The concept of the cross scan buffer was proposed, which preserves accurate

geometric shapes of visible surfaces in a list structure. The surfaces are described using

the triangles and trapezia determined by the cross scanline algorithm. Image

re-generation speed was greatly improved so that interactive photorealistic rendering

becomes available. Various kinds of applications of the cross scan buffer were also

possible such as image re-scaling to arbitrary sizes, two-pass shadow creation, and

texture mapping.

In the followings, the achievement of each chapter is summarized.

8.1 Ray-oriented Buffer for Linear Light Sources

A fast shadowing algorithm for linear light sources was proposed. The algorithm

accomplishes the following improvements.

(1) To reduce the computing cost, the algorithm employs the ray-oriented buffer to

reduce the number of candidates that occlude the light sources. The buffer

segments 3D space to many sections with 2 parameters. The segmentation

guarantees that if a point is included in a section, all light rays falling on the point

are also contained in the section. Each cell of the buffer is assigned to a section

and saves a list of polygons that lie within or intersect the section. Therefore,

candidate polygons that may cast shadows onto a point are obtained by

determining the cell where the point is located.

(2) In addition, our shadowing algorithm drastically reduces the number of candidate

polygons by applying 5 formulas. The formulas define the bounding-volume of

shadow space caused by a polygon. If even one of the formulas is false at a given
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point, the polygon never casts shadows onto the point, so the polygon can be

removed. Experimental results confirmed that false polygons, which are included

in the candidates but do not cast shadows, were nearly completely removed.

(3) Moreover, polygons are subdivided to trapezia before they are stored in the

ray-oriented buffer. This is because intersections between trapezia and the light

triangle can be quickly calculated. In the experiment, light clipping cost for a

trapezium was one third of the cost for the original polygon.

(4) To reduce the cost for generating the ray-oriented buffer, the cylindrical

scan-conversion algorithm was introduced. The cylindrical scan-conversion

processed 10,000 polygons in about 5 seconds. The cost was sufficiently small

compared to the whole image generation cost.

Due to the above improvements, the proposed shadowing algorithm was over 10 times

faster than the conventional algorithm. Our shadowing algorithm successfully generated

pictures with realistic half shadows. Since, their generation took only a few minutes, the

generation speed is acceptable.

8.2 Extended Ray-oriented Buffer for Area Light Sources

The rendering algorithm and spatial data structure for linear light sources has been

entended to generate photo-realistic images containing penumbras and highlights from

area light sources. For accurate shading and shadowing, exact determination of

unoccluded light portions is essential. The extended method achieves fast and exact

light segmentation by combining a ray-oriented buffer and cross scanline clipping.

(1) A ray-oriented buffer subdivides 3D space by following light rays and saves

polygonal objects intersecting each subspace. Bounding volumes of shadow

spaces caused by each polygon are also saved in the buffer. The space subdivision

and the volumes together reduce the number of polygons subjected to clipping by

eliminating polygons that not occlude the light sources. Experimental results

confirmed that less than 1% of all polygons were subjected to clipping. The

buffer was efficiently constructed by using the Coupled Cross Ssan Conversion

algorithm presented in this chapter.

(2) Cross scanline clipping splits an area light source with horizontal and vertical
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scanlines in order to determine unoccluded light segments efficiently. We also

proposed a fast silhouette generation algorithm that suits cross scanline clipping.

We employed our previous rendering equation for Lambertian distributive area light

sources. It accurately integrates both diffuse and specular reflection using Phong's

model. A sophisticated image can be created in a few minutes by the combination of the

ray-oriented buffer, the cross scanline clipping, and the rendering equation even if

objects cast shadows onto curved or rugged surfaces. Its speed is very practical for fine

rendering.

However, there have been many fields to apply these two algorithms. For examples,

(1) The algorithms and techniques proposed here can be extended to global

illumination. Cross scanline clipping is applicable to analytic form factor solutions

in radiosity[Cohen93]. A combination of clipping and ray-oriented buffers would

suit fast discontinuity mesh generation.

(2) The proposed algorithms were designed for polyhedral objects, however our

ray-oriented buffer has the ability to handle curved objects. In the case of curved

objects, the buffer description of sectors and bands will be retained. The

cylindrical scan-conversion can be adopted with a small modification if bounding

boxes of curved objects are given.

(3) However, a fast clipping algorithm is a remaining problem. We think Bezier

clipping[Nishita90] satisfies our demand but it must be confirmed.

(4) Light sources with complex distribution properties can be rendered by adding an

advanced general illumination model such as Arvo's[Arvo95], although reflection

integration would become much more complex.

They are future works.

8.3 G-buffers for Non Photo-realistic Rendering

A new rendering technique has been developed that produces 3D images with

enhanced visual comprehensibility. The concept and techniques proposed here can be

widely applied for various purposes, not only photorealistic but also NON-photorealistic

rendering. This is the first paper and pioneered a new rendering paradigm,
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"non -photorealistic rendering" . ATI adopted G-buffer technology as the architecture of

their graphics accelerator board. Several of these, edge enhancement, line drawing

illustrations, topographical maps, medical imaging, and surface analysis, were

presented.

Shape features can be readily understood if certain geometric properties are

enhanced. To achieve this, we develop drawing algorithms for discontinuities, edges,

contour lines, and curved hatching. All of them are realized with 2D image processing

operations instead of line tracking processes, so that they can be efficiently combined

with conventional surface rendering algorithms.

Data about the geometric properties of the surfaces are preserved as Geometric

Buffers(G-buffers). Each G-buffer contains one geometric property such as the depth or

the normal vector of each pixel. By using G-buffers as intermediate results, artificial

enhancement processes are separated from geometric processes(projection and hidden

surface removal) and physical processes(shading and texture mapping), and performed

as post-processes. This permits a user to rapidly examine various combinations of

enhancement techniques without excessive re-computation, and easily obtain the most

comprehensible image.

8.4 G-buffer Application for NC Machining of 3D Models

The G-buffer method was applied to NC machining. By preparing G-buffers from a

parallel projection, the various functions required for a NC system were realized with

image processing operations. This allows any surface description and any tool shape to

be used. Conventional hardware and software for computer graphics and image

processing can be employed with this method. This makes NC system development

much easier. Experimental results show that our method can be effectively used in an

actual machining process. The method should be a great tool, not only for CAD/CAM,

but also for scientific visualization.

NTT has been developed an NC machining software prototype as a rapid

prototyping system for industrial design. The system was introduced to several product

design companies.
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8.5 Cross Scan Buffer for Interactive Photorealistic

Rendering

We have proposed the concept of the cross scan buffer, which preserves accurate

geometric shapes of visible surfaces in a list structure. The surfaces are described using

the triangles and trapezia determined by the cross scanline algorithm. We have also

introduced three applications of the cross scan buffer; image re-scaling to arbitrary sizes,

two-pass shadow creation, and texture mapping. The applications were realized and

tested. Image re-generation speed was greatly improved by the cross scan buffer so that

interactive photorealistic rendering becomes available.

(1) In image scaling, no aliasing artifacts were generated even if the magnification

ratios were arbitrary real numbers. Image re-generation speed with the cross scan

buffer was about 3.5 to 5.7 times faster than that with the cross scanline algorithm.

Experimental results verified that the cross scan buffer is very effective yet

efficient. CSB will significantly enhance the trial and error operations now used to

optimize the rendering parameters.

(2) The CSB shadowing algorithm uses the cross scan buffers to describe exact

shadow spaces for point light sources. Experimental results confirmed that the

algorithm succeeded in preventing the jaggies that normally appear at shadow

boundaries as well as the strong aliasing artifacts caused by the self shadowing

problem. Quality of the images generated by the CSB shadowing algorithm was

much better than those by the conventional z-buffer shadowing.

In addition, we mentioned several applications of the cross scan buffers such as ray

tracing, radiosity, and image composition. Its use eliminates the aliasing artifacts caused

by conventional methods.
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This thesis, especially the G-buffer, impacts on graphics industries.

ATI Technologies, Inc.[Mitchell02a],[Mitchell02b],[ATI03], one of the major

computer graphics company, has adopted the G-buffer as its architecture. Their

non-photorealistic rendering tools based on G-buffer have been widely utilized around

the world.

Based on the G-buffer NC machining technologies, NTT has developed a rapid

prototyping system using NC milling machine for industrial design. The system was

introduced to several product design companies as well as institutions.

The concept of G-buffer has pioneered a new paradigm in computer graphics,

non-photorealistic rendering(NPR). Since publishing the G-buffer paper[Saito-Toki90]

pioneering the concept of non-photorealistic rendering paradigm, computer graphics

researchers have been rushing into the new paradigm beyond highly advanced

photorealistic rendering technologies such as the radiosity. International workshops on

non-photorealistic rendering have been held every year since 2000[NPRXX], and some

books on NPR have already been published[] [] [].

The G-buffer has also impacted on graphics industries. ATI Technologies, Inc.

[ATI03], one of the major computer graphics company, has adopted the G-buffer as its

architecture.

The pixel shading unit of the RADEON 9700 can output up to four colors to

different render targets. The ability to output to multiple render targets simultaneously

allows multiple intermediate values to be saved out between rendering passes and

allows for implementation of G-buffer techniques[Saito and Takahashi 1990]. An

image-space outlining technique, as described by Saito and Takahashi, using multiple

simultaneous pixel shader outputs is shown later in these notes and in the SIGGRAPH

2002 sketch Real-Time Image-Space Outlining for Non-Photorealistic

Rendering.

SIGGRAPH 2002-State of the Art in Hardware Shading Course Notes

NTT developed a rapid prototyping system for industrial design based on the

G-buffer technologies. The system was introduced to several product design companies.
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For examples,

・ non-photorealistic rendering, and

・ NC machining.

These two applications widely extend the possibilities of computer graphics.
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Appendix A:

Analytic Hidden Surface Removal

This chapter proposes a new hidden surface removal algorithm which is based on

the scanline algorithm but scans in two directions, horizontally and vertically. Named

the cross scanline algorithm, it can efficiently detect all polygons and calculate their

exact projected areas in each pixel even if the polygons are much smaller than the pixel.

Perfect anti-aliasing is achieved because the the cross scanline algorithm analytically

determines visible polygonal surfaces and divides them into sets of triangles and

trapezia. Comparisons with the regular sub-scanlines algorithm show that high quality

anti-aliased images can be generated.

A.1 Introduction

Computers can easily create extremely complicated images, but there are many

problems in displaying them accurately. One of the most important problems is aliasing

which significantly degrades image quality. Thus, many anti-aliasing methods have

been proposed[Nishita81],[Nishita84],[Nakamae86],[Crow78],[Catmull78],

[Barros79],[Feibush80]. Aliasing effects are commonly called jaggies.

Jaggies appear at pixels forming polygon edges because several polygons,

including the background, can fall on boundary pixels. If pixel values are determined in

proportion to the regions of the covering polygons, jaggies can be corrected. Therefore,

to generate highly anti-aliased images, a hidden surface removal algorithm which can

calculate exact polygon regions is necessary.

The region which a polygon occupies in a pixel can be calculated approximately by

multi-sampling algorithms[Nishita81],[Nishita84],[Nakamae86],[Crow78]. The

algorithms search the nearest polygon at some points or several scanlines per pixel.

Their accuracy can be improved by increasing the number of sampling points or lines.

However, the computing time would also increase, and smaller polygons than the

sampling pitch are often missed.
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To generate highly anti-aliased images, we propose the cross scanline algorithm

which uses horizontal and vertical scanlines. The algorithm detects all polygons and

accurately calculates their areas even if they are much smaller than the pixel.

This chapter discusses standard anti-aliasing algorithms using scanlines, details of

the cross scanline algorithm, and computer experiments that confirm the accuracy and

speed of the cross scanline algorithm.

A.2 Anti-aliasing for scanline algorithm

There are two kinds of anti-aliasing methods for the standard scanline algorithm.

The first includes the clipping algorithms[Catmull78],[Barros79], that determine

correct polygon regions. The quality of their images is inherently good, however, their

computing times are too long because of the recursive clipping needed for each pixel.

The second method is the algorithm which locates scanlines on horizontal pixel

boundaries and calculates polygon areas by estimating' the polygons as trapezoids or

triangles clipped by the scanlines. The algorithm calculates the areas exactly, but only if

the polygon edges do not cross each other or polygon vertices do not exist between

adjacent scanlines. The estimation errors caused by vertices and edge crossing points

are shown in Fig.A. 1(a) with hatching.
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Fig.A.1 Scanline algorithms and their estimation errors.

A.2.1 Multi-scanning algorithm

The estimation errors can be reduced by sampling more lines per pixel. This

algorithm is called the multi-scanning algorithm [Nishita84], [Nakamae86], and the

lines inserted between the original scanlines are called sub-scanlines. The estimation

errors of the multi-scanning algorithm are decreased by increasing the number of

sub-scanlines. For example, the reduction in error by three times over scanning, which

means scanning three evenly spaced lines per pixel, is evident in Fig.A.1(b).

The multi-scanning algorithm still has the problem that jaggies on horizontal edges

are much stronger and more frequent than on vertical edges. This is because the vertical

resolution, which depends on the number of sub-scanlines, is much lower than the

horizontal resolution. Of cause, using a lot of sub-scanlines strengthens anti-aliasing,

but the computing cost is excessive.
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A.2.2 Adaptive scanning algorithm

By analyzing estimation errors, it is shown that they occur at polygon vertices or

edge crossing points. Thus, by scanning through those points, as shown in Fig.A.1(c),

errors are prevented, and correct polygon regions are calculated. We call this algorithm

the adaptive scanning algorithm. The algorithm requires a very large number of

sub-scanlines to completely remove estimation errors. If an image includes 10,000

vertices, a minimum of 10,000 sub-scanlines must be used. This means that an average

of about 20 lines must be scanned per pixel, if the image is 512•~512.

A.3 Cross scanline algorithm

We introduce the cross scanline algorithm in this section for calculating exact

polygon regions with a minimal increase in computing time.

A.3.1 Vertical Scanning

The problem of the adaptive scanning algorithm is that extremely many

sub-scanlines are required to split polygons. This separation is only necessary for pixels

which contain a vertex or edge crossing point. For example sub-scanline SSL1 in

Fig.A.1(c) is essential for pixel P1, but not for P2 or P3. Since the algorithm creates

sub-scanlines that extend across the image, many pixels are examined unnecessarily.

Even if the length of sub-scanlines is limited to one pixel, for example, sub-scanline

SSLh in Fig.A.2(a) is scanned from point E to F, the computing cost is not significantly

reduced. This is because,(1) all polygons(include hidden polygons) existing at E, and

(2) all edges intersecting to the line segment EF, must be given to determine polygons

falling on EF. The polygons and edges are obtained by searching all polygons and

edges on SSLh. Since this searching is necessary on each horizontal sub-scanline, the

computing cost is not greatly reduced.

If vertical sub-scanlines are drawn across a pixel as shown in Fig.A.2(b), the

previous operations(1) and(2) are replaced with operation(3) all polygons at point G

and operation(4) all edges intersecting GH. The polygons(operation 3) will have

already been detected in SL1 scanning. Thus, determining them requires no extra
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computing, if they are stored.

The cost for operation(4) is also small, because the edges can be easily gained from

the edges falling on the previous vertical sub-scanline G'H'(if they are included), or

adding them to the list(if not included);

i) E1, edges intersecting the line segment G'G.

ii) E2, edges intersecting the line segment H'H.

iii) E3, edges whose vertices fall in the box G'H'HG.

E1 and E2 can be determined from the edges sorted by the x values of their

intersection with SL1 and SL2, respectively. E1 and E2 will have been detected in

scanning SL1 and SL2. E3 are determined from the list of vertices lying between SL1

and SL2 as sorted by their x values. E1, E2, and E3 for all vertical sub-scanlines are

determined by searching the lists just once. Thus, the computing cost is minimized.

However, this method does not work well for limited horizontal sub-scanlines, since not

only x but also the y values of their end points vary.

The cross scanline algorithm uses the horizontal pixel boundaries as horizontal

scanlines or H-scanlines. The vertical sub-scanlines are one pixel in height and are

called V-scanlines.

Fig.A.2 Limited sub-scanlines in one pixel.
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A.3.2. Algorithm

The H-scanlines are located at each horizontal pixel boundary. The V-scanlines are

scanned between adjoining H-scanlines. As shown in Fig.A.1(d), they are located at;

(1) intersection of edges and the upper H-scanline(SL1),

(2) intersection of edges and the lower H-scanline(SL2),

(3) vertices existing between the H-scanlines,

(4) intersecting points between edges, and

(5) right and left sides of the image.

The cross scanline algorithm has four operations.

[Begin]
(1-1) Make the edge list for H-scanning.

(1-2) Set H-scanning position to the bottom of an image.

[H-Loop]
(2-1) On the H-scanline, remove hidden surfaces by using the standard

scanline algorithm.

(2-2) Save the sorted edge list for the H-scanline.

(2-3) Locate V-scanlines at the previous(1)-(5) points.

(2-4) Start V-scanning position at the left side of the image.

[V-Loop]
(3-1) On each V-scanline, remove hidden surface.

(3-2) Calculate polygon areas between the adjoining V-scanlines.

(3-3) Move the V-scanning position to the next V-scanline.

[Next H-position]
(4-1) Move the H-scanning position to the next upper horizontal pixel

boundary.

[End]

In the cross scanline algorithm, the method of removing hidden polygons is the

same as in the standard scanline algorithm.
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A.4 Anti-aliasing for polygon intersections

The cross scanline algorithm can handle intersecting polygons, and the intersections

are also completely anti-aliased. The V-scanlines are located on the assumption that

each polygon region on an image is bounded by polygon edges. Non intersecting

polygons satisfy the assumption even if they overlap each other.

However, the assumption fails for intersecting polygons, because their projections

onto the image are often bounded by their intersections. To solve this problem,

operations(2-1a) and(3-1a) are added after(2-1) and(3-1) in Section A.3.2.

(2-1a) If polygon intersections are detected in(2-1), the intersection lines ale

added to the edge list as temporary edges.

(3-1a) If polygon intersections are detected in(3-1) and the intersection lines

have not been included in the edge list yet, they are added to the list

and new V-scanlines are located at the intersections of the added

edges and existing edges.

By these operations, the assumption becomes correct, and exact polygon regions

can be calculated. The temporary edges are considered original edges except for the

property that they are polygon outlines.

A.5 Conclusion

The cross scanline algorithm offers a powerful anti-aliasing effect. The algorithm

uses horizontal and vertical scanlines and rapidly calculates exact polygon regions in

each pixel. Since it is not necessary to chose the optimum number of sub-scanlines,

recursive image generation caused by under estimating aliasing is prevented.

Computer experiments show that anti-aliasing with the cross scanline algorithm

does not depend on edge direction. Even if an edge is nearly horizontal, it is extremely

anti-aliased. This virtually impossible with the multi-scanning algorithm. The cross

scanline algorithm smoothly displays lines, which are much thinner than the pixel size.

The images created by the cross scanline algorithm are much better than the images
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from the multi-scanning algorithm. The computing speed of the cross scanline

algorithm is higher than that of the multi-scanning algorithm to create highly

anti-aliased images.

It is easy to combine the cross scanline algorithm with filtering operations.

Moreover, the close scanline algorithm is useful in texture mapping and smooth shading

of thin or small polygons. These subjects will be discussed in future works.
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Appendix B:

Extended Rendering Equation

B.1 Introduction

This appendix derives a shading model for area light sources which covers both

diffuse and specular reflection. The shading model assumes ideally diffuse polygonal

light sources and uses Phong's reflection model. The model can accurately integrate the

intensities of diffuse and specular reflection without simulating an area light source as

an array of point light sources.

B.2 Background

Enhanced shading models are extremely important in computer graphics, especially

for photo-realistic rendering. It is commonly accepted that separating reflection into

diffuse and specular terms is a reasonable approximation. Several shading models based

on this approximation have been developed such as Phong[Phong75], Blinn[Blinn77]

and Cook Torrance[Cook81]. When object surfaces are illuminated by point sources,

both diffuse and specular reflections can be calculated with these methods. Several

shading models expressing linear and area sources have been developed.

Nishita et al.[Nishita85] developed a system to handle linear light sources such as

fluorescent tubes. Their method derives an analytical solution of diffuse reflection. For

fast computation, each linear light source is classified into one of three cases: parallel or

perpendicular to the illuminated surface, or skewed. For the first and second cases, two

simple solutions are introduced. For skewed sources, the integration of diffuse reflection

is approximated as a polynomial. However, their system can not handle specular

reflection. To generate specular reflection, the linear light source must be converted to a

series of point light sources. Therefore, this system can not escape from sampling

problems.

Poulin et al.[Poulin90] employ Phong's model to integrate specular reflection from

linear light sources. They simplified the integration by ingeniously transforming the
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coordinate system, and the integration is approximated with Chebyshev polynomials.

Since this method can calculate the intensity of specular reflection accurately, sampling

problems can be prevented.

Nishita et al.[Nishita83] introduced a method for shading and shadowing from area

light sources. Light sources are defined as light emitting polygons which follow

Lambert's law. Illuminated object surfaces are assumed to exhibit ideal diffuse

reflectivity. They use the contour integration method for calculating the direct

illuminance. Their method yields an analytical equation, however specular reflection is

disregarded.

In Verbeck's system[Verbeck84], an area light source is simulated as an array of

point light sources. Area source illumination is calculated by summing the contributions

of each point source. This system accepts several reflection models, since illumination

by point sources is simple. However, too few point light sources causes highlight

roughness. Since accurate rendering usually requires dozens of point sources, its

computing cost is very high.

Another approach samples the direction of incident light. Radiosity[Goral84]

schemes using hemi-cube[Immel86] expansion techniques can calculate the specular

reflection caused by area light sources[Shao88][Sillion89]. However, rendering sharp

reflection surfaces requires a long computing time because hemi-cube resolution must

be high. Computing cost of distributed ray tracing[Cook84] is also expensive. Although

cone tracing[1] and pencil tracing[Shinya87] accept area light sources, their direct

application is very complex.

For accurate photo-realistic rendering, an analytic solution to calculate the reflected

intensity of surfaces with various roughness coefficients is necessary.

B.3 Shading with Polygonal Light Sources

In this section, we introduce an improved shading model that accurately integrates

both diffuse and specular reflection with area light sources. Our model assumes

Lambertian distributed light sources and Phong's reflection model.
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B.3.1 Lambertian Distributed Light Source

A polygonal light source S is defined by a string of vertices V1, V2,...., Vm as shown

in Fig.A.1. It radiates light to the side where the vertices are viewed in a clockwise

direction. If the light source is Lambertian distributive, flux dFi coming from the

emitting area dS to point P is calculated by Equation B.1. Symbols in the following

discussion are defined in Terminology B.1.

(B.1)

If the solid angle of dS viewed from P is described as d W, dS is related to y in

Equation B.2. Thus, flux dFi is given by Equation B.3.

(B.2)

(B.3)

B.3.2 Modification of Phong's Reflection Model

Reflection models have been proposed by Phong[Phong75], Brinn[Blinn77], and

Cook-Torrance[Cook81]. All of them can handle specular reflection, however, we

employed Phong's model because its specular reflectivity is rotational symmetrical to

vector Er in Fig.B.1. This nature simplifies the integration of specular reflection.

Phong's model is defined by Equations B.4 - B.6. Referenced symbols are defined in

Terminology B.1.

(B.4)

(B.5)
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(B.6)

Phong's reflection model relates incident and reflection intensity. However, to

integrate reflection from area light sources, the relation between incident flux and

reflection intensity is necessary. Thus, we modified Phong's model. Assume that a

surface is illuminated from its surface normal direction with constant flux Fi If the

specular reflection of flux also obeys Phong's model, the total flux of specular reflection

Fs can be calculated by Equation B.7.

(B.7)

From energy conservation, Fs must be equal to Fi when Rs=1. Thus, Phong's

model was normalized. We employ Equation B.8 to calculate the intensity of specular

reflection with small incident flux dFi.

(B.8)

B.4 Remarks

A computation method has also proposed for the integration of specular reflection

[Tanaka9l]. Each light source is projected onto a unit sphere and triangulated by great

circles of the unit sphere. Then each triangulated source is transformed from the

Cartesian to the polar coordinate system to simplify the reflection integration. Finally,

specular reflection is integrated by using the Chebyshev polynomial approximation.

Several test images have shown that the proposed method can generate higher quality

photo-realistic images than conventional methods. The method completely prevents

highlight roughness.
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Fig.B.1 Reflection Model

Terminology 1

E: unit vector in the direction of

the viewer

Er:  unit vector of mirror reflection

of E

Il:  intensity of the

 

incl dent light

Io:  radiation intensity of S

Ir: intensity of th e reflected light

Id: intensity of diffuse reflection

Is: intensity of specular reflection

kd: fraction of reflectance that is

diffuse

ks: fraction of reflectance that is

specular(kd+ks=1)

Lp: unit vector in the direction of light
LQ: unit vector from Q to P(=-Lp)
n: index of reflection
Np: unit surface normal at P
NQ: unit surface normal at Q
r: distance between P and Q
Rd: diffuse bidirectional reflectance
Rs: specular bidirectional reflectance
S: polygonal light source
dS: small area on S
ψ : angle between NQ and LQ

dFi: flux coming from dS
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